Are you a coach ready to looking to expand
your repertoire of tools and approaches of
supporting teams in the virtual, remote
and hybrid space? As workspaces
reconnect, it’s critical to consider what is
going to help teams thrive moving forward
in a context of ongoing change.
With Work From Home arrangements
having become the norm for many, hybrid
teams benefit when there is a focus on
both enhancing RELATIONSHIPS and
RESULTS.
At the same time, our styles and
preferences around work can become even
more pronounced.
The Hybrid Work Styles Quiz was
developed by Reconnecting Workspaces
author and coach, Jennifer Britton, who
has spent the better part of the last three
decades supporting individuals, leaders
and teams in thriving in hybrid work
environments.
Coaching Hybrid Teams can benefit from
specialized approaches, and the five-week
Coaching the Hybrid Work Styles Team
takes us deeper into the context of hybrid
and remote work.
The Hybrid Work Styles Quiz™ has been
taken by hundreds, supporting them to
understand their own preferences for work
in the hybrid world. This influences how we
partner, make decisions, communicate and
want to be supported.
Coaching the Hybrid Work Styles is geared
for coaches who are wanting to support
individuals, groups or teams in the hybrid
workspace

REGISTER at
https://www.reconnectingworkspaces.com/hybridstyles
Take the quiz at https://bitly.com/hybridworkquiz

Week 1
Overview of the Hybrid Work Styles, Core essentials for exceptional
hybrid work. Remote work enablers™
During week 1 we:
1. explore the five types of hybrid work styles
2. explore what essentials are required for exceptional hybrid work
3. Consider what will help each style thrive in today’s remote and hybrid
environment

Week 2
In Focus: Builder and Visionary
During week 2 we:
1. explore the Builder Type
2. explore The Visionary Type
3. explore core elements of powerful team coaching design

Week 3
Innovative Experimenter and Culture Wizard
During week 3 we:
1. explore the Innovative Experimenter
2. explore the Culture Wizard
3. discuss creating powerful starts and ends to engagements

Week 4
In Focus: Connector and Developing Style Fluency
During week 4 we:
1. explore the Connector
2. To develop style fluency
3. Build out your toolkit of approaches

Week 5
Coaching and Team Development around the Hybrid Work Styles
During week 5 we:
1. Develop a set of coaching questions and approaches to support team
effectiveness in today’s evolving workspace
2. Consider goal setting and accountability with the different types
3. Explore five additional ways to work with team development around the
hybrid work styles
Join us for the Coaching the Hybrid Work Styles program. You can learn more
and register at https://www.reconnectingworkspaces.com/hybridstyles
Questions? Call us at 416.996.8326 or reach out by email to
info@potentialsrealized.com or set up a call with Jennifer at
https://calendly.com/jennbritton.

